
More or less embossed precious stones
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More or less embossed precious stones



More or less embossed precious stones



Backlit system 



Backlit system 



Painted wall



Choose your ceramic background





Choose the color of the ceramic background 



Look how thin
the slab is







Length: up to 3 meters



Cover your furniture



A covered TV stand



Cover the walls



Infinite background



Artwork reproduction





CHOSEN PRECIOUS STONE



Inserting precious stones 
anywhere you want







With backlit system



With backlit system



Russian avant-garde Painting



Vectorial Drawing



Modifying the 
original painting



Taking off the middle part 
to discover a porthole



Wood aspect



Choose your
colours



The pantone is
used to order

the colours







Pale wood tone



Dark wood tone



The actual slab





Cutting the 
ceramic part to 

make the 
porthole



Screws and nuts
can be glued





Metallic enamels to 
design the contour















Cutting the 
ceramic part



Cutting the 
ceramic part



Quartz integration



Quartz and Backlit system



From a Photo 300 DPI



Photo from the sky 



Layout



Samples to 
choose the 

colours



Image is blurred on purpose to respect privacy



Before



Installation







Plastic 
protection 



Shiny finish



Before



Door panels



Glueing ceramic
tiles on door

panels 



Checking the 
right order





3 meters x 2 
meters (2 parts 

of 1 meter)





End result



End result



From an existing model



Upper part has to be removed



Shapes to be
modified

Upper part has to be removed



Special gold 
enamels







End result



Respecting the 
model



Before



After





From a tapestry



Ceramic
Sample



Ceramic
Sample



Threads
detailed view



Ceramic
slab without

precious stones



Precious stone

Precious stone

Hole for setting a 
precious stone







Embossed precious
stones



Precious stone with
backlit system



I replaced a petal with
a precious stone and 

backlit system 



The edge of the petal is not a defect,
it is the onyx filaments













The setting-up





Yachting show
Monaco 2018


